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1. Introduction 
Let RG be the group ring of a group G over a commutative ring R with unity 
and U(RG) its unit group. In the case where G is finite and R is either Z the ring of 
rational integers or 2& the ring of p-adic integers, necessary and sufficient 
conditions for U(RG) to be nilpotent were given in [3]. 
For infinite groups, SK. Sehgal and H.J. Zassenhaus [S] proved the following: 
Theorem. U(ZG) is nilpotent if and only if G is ni$otent and the torsion subgroup T 
of G satisfies one of the following: 
(i) T is central in G. 
(ii) T is an abelian 2-group and for x E G, t e T 
x&-’ = p, 6(x)= Al. 
(iii) T = E’x 9 where E is an elementary abelian ’ !-group, and 9 is the quatemion 
group of order 8. Moreover, E is central in G and c w jugation by x E G induces on 
one of the four inner automorphisms. 
In this paper we prove the following result: 
Theorem. Let T be the set of torsion elements of a group G and set R 
localization of Z at a prime ideal (p) or R = ZP Then U(RG) is nil’tent if a 
if G is nilpotent and one of the following conditions holds: 
(i) T is central in G 
(ii) p = 2, T is an abelian &group and for all x E G, t E T 
xtx-’ = p(x), S(x)= kl. 
In what follows, will denote the field of integers modulo p and for e 
Xl, . . ., xa in a group X we Pet: 
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( Xl, l l ‘9 x,) = ((Xl, = l l , Xn-1), X”). 
Also, X(“) will denote the subgroup of X generated by the set 
{( Xl, n l ‘7 X")JXl,...,& -q. 
The author is grateful to Dr. M.M. Parmenter for helpfu1 conversations while this 
work was done. 
reliminary results 
roposiition 2.1. Let 22 = (a, b 1 a4 = 1, a2 = b2, bab3 = a3) denote the quaternion 
group of order 8. Then U(&,,G) is not nilpotent. 
denote the following subring of the ring of rational quaternions: 
H, = {cuO + cvli + a2j + ask 1 as, al, a2, a3 E &,>). 
We shall first show that U(H,) is 
For an element of the form Q! = 
prolperty (p) if pt m and p 1 n. 
If an element ac has property (p), 
not nilpotent. 
m/d + (n/d)i E HP we shall say that ar has 
then (j, CU) has also property (pj since: 
and, for such an element a! set: cyO = cy, cyk = o9 alrwl). 
Then this is a sequence of commutators uch that Al& # 1 for all Ik ; thus U(H,) is 
not nilpotent. 
Now, we define a Z&inear fl,inction w : Z&t + HP by: 
o(1) = 1, qa) = i, o(b) = j, o(ab) = k, 
@(a’) = - 1, o(a’)= -i, o(a’b)= -j, w(a3b)= -k. 
It is easy to see that w is a ring homomorphism and if dye = x + ya ; x, y E 2 is any 
element with property (p) then a0 is a unit in Z&J whose inverse is 
ao’ =P+yxZ --x3 2YLa2+_y’ 3 
y4_x4 y4_X4a-y4_X y -_x4a 
and o((Y~)= QI E has property (p). 
Thus, we can exhibit a sequence of commutators in U(Z&2) whose image is 
never 1; consequently U @fl) is not nilpotent. 
Now, let F be a ring, cy an automorphism of F x E G. e shall consider the 
skew group ring uality defined 
ponentwise an 
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Let cx be an automorphism of finite order s on F = where J: is a 
primitive rdot of unity and suppose that in F”(x) we have: 
CF ,_x, l l -9 x.) = 31 for all f E U(F). 
Then, F”(x) = F(ac), i.e. Q! is the identity automolphism. 
Proof. As in [2, Proposition 2.31 it follows that the automorphism group 
V ,cY,...,cy “-3 satisfies an equation: 
MfMf), ,..,a ‘-l(f)) = 0 for all f E U(F) 
where h (X0, Xl, . . ., X,-,) in a non trivial polynomial. 
Since cu : Z&] + Z&] is such that a! 1 Z&] = identity and cu(r) = @’ for some 
positive integer i, it can be extended in a natural way to an automorphism 
a! * : Q(g)+ Q(e) and we then have: 
h (x, cy &), . . ., at ;-’ (x:)) = 0 for all #I E U(Q(6)). 
Again, as in [2, Proposition 2.31 we can conclude that a is the identity 
automorphism. 
Proposition 2.3. Let G be a group such that &,,,G is nilpotent for some primie rationial 
integer p# 2 and such that its torsion subgroup T ve.@es condition (ii) of the theorem. 
Then T is central. 
Proof. Let To be a finite subgroup of T and x E G \. T. Since To is himself an 
abelian group, we know that: 
QTo = 03Q(Sih i 
where 6 is a primitive dr -root of unity for some divisor dl of 1 To I. 
This actually means that we can find a set c h primitive central idempotents 
{ er, . . ., et} such that QTo = ei (QTo)ei and (QToj,zi = Q(6), 1 s i e t. 
We claim that the elements ei, 1 s :’ s t, actually belong to Z&To. In fact, assume 
that e E QG is an idempotent such that e = (l/m)&x(g)g where p and 
&x(g)g E ZTo\pZTo. 
Then LY = me is an element in ZTo verifying ar” = m(~. If (Y~ is the image of cy in 
the homomorphism 2 To-+ &To induced by the natural homomorphism 
then cw: = 0. 
Since To is abelian and p tl To I, PG is a direct sum of fields. So it co~tai 
nilpotent elements and cyl = 0. Hence cw E pZT& a contradiction. 
Thus, we can write: 
Now, we claim that if (5) for some primitive d-root of unity e, then 
(&p,To)e %z ~&I* 
In fact, if c;f, : ) is the given isomorphism, it is clear that 
@((ZtijTo)e). Al To)e is such that G(y)= 5 then yd = e; 
Y E Z&O and &&I C @W?&J)~)~ & 
ve the opposite inclusion, it will suffice to show- that if g E TO then 
#I. Suppose @(g) = (~~~~)f(~) with m a I, f(x)E Z&X]; then 
a contradiction. 
Hence, (2.1) now yields: 
tidally, let QI be the automorphism of ~~~~o induced by conjugation by x. It 
follows from [4, Theorem 4.83 and [4,2.5] that every id~mpotent is central, thus: 
Since the unit group of each (Z&])*( x i!; nilpotent, the previous lemma shows > 
that cy is the identity. This implies that T is central. e 
Since the nilpotency of U(RG) implies in both cases that U(ZG) is also 
nilpotent, the necessity cf the conditions follows immediately from the theorem by 
Sehgal and Zassenhaus tated in the introduction and Propositions 2.1 and 2.3. 
Thus it only rlemains to prove sufficiency. 
First, we note that it follows from the theorem in [2f that if T is central in G then 
C) is n~~potent, where denotes the p-adic completion of the field of 
rational r~umbers (also note that the restriction p # 2,3 in that theorem does not 
apply in the proof of (ii) + (iii) which is needed here). Since U(RG) C ~(Q~G) 
in both cases, it follows that condition (i) in our theorem is sufficient. 
Now asftime that (ii) holds. Then the p of of [S, Lemma 3.63 is still valid, except 
perhaps for the use of [S, Lemma 3.11. B it follows from [ 1, Lemma 2.41 that & G 
contains no non-trivial idempotents. Also, d the latter contains no 
non-zero nilpotent ~~lements, a  follows from the proo 4, proposition 4. I]. 
the lemma holds. 
ence, e obtain: 
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Now, we claim that: 
2G)(“) c G W) U(Z2 T). (3 I) . 
In fact, first we notice that if x = x k (t)t E U(Z&T), a E G then x” = Q’-‘XCT = 
c k (t)t Ma) E U 
a-‘U(Z~T)a C U T) for ail a E G. (3 21 l 
Given LY, p E U(&T)i we can write them on the form cly = u-‘g-l, p = tru with 
g, h E G and u, u E U(Z2T). Then: 
p-+.Pp = (&L)D(U”)r (3 3) * 
From (3.2) it follows immediately that (u’ )” E U&T). 
On the other hand: (g”)” = trghu-’ = gh5v-‘, where 0’ is such that 
(g”)-“v(g”) = 5. 
Hence, in (3.3) we get: 
@-‘a-‘@ = gh 9 w, with w E U&T). (3 4) . 
Finally : 
6 -‘Q! -‘pa = ghwu -‘g-l = g’g-‘3, with 19 e U&T), 
consequently: 
(j3, cu) = (g, tr) w E GcvU(Z2T). 
An induction argument now shows that (3.1) halds. 
Since G is nilpotent and U&T) is abelian it fi-rllows that U(&G) is nilpotent, 
hence U&G) is also nilpotent. and the proob i i complete. 
As a final remark we would like to notice that t @e proofs above actually show that 
the theorem holds for any integral domain of ch Bracteristic 0 where all the primes 
except one are invertible; for example, the ring (;,f a non-archimedean valuation on 
an algebraic number field. 
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